Imagine what you could accomplish with access to 23,000 IT experts

Everyday IT teams have a heavy workload of tasks to carry each day, but not always the time or expertise to do everything. Let’s take a look at how different your day can be with expertise from HPE Pointnext Services to transform and operate IT from edge to cloud.

IDC’s 2019 Customer Datacenter Hardware Support Survey: Proactive Storage Support, HPE Takes Top Spot

- 23,000 experts
- 450+ customer stocking locations
- 600+ field stocking locations
- 140+ countries supported
- 11,000 projects delivered annually
- 25+ years of support experience

Take your IT capabilities to a whole new level—each and every day

Help your entire IT team focus on innovation and business improvement with the expert assistance of HPE Pointnext Services. Visit hpe.com/pointnext
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